


Nano-scale tools:  
AFM, Small-Angle X-ray Scattering: SAXS, etc. 

Home made sample cell 



X-ray synchrotron sources that we have  
used recently: 

ESRF – Grenoble, France 
LNLS – Campinas, Brasil 
MaxIV Lab. – Lund, Sweden 
PLS – Pohang, S-Korea 
(In the past: BNL; APS – USA) 
+++++++++++ 

Neutrons in Norway: 
IFE – Kjeller, Norway 

Jeep II reactor: SANS at IFE: 



X-ray synchrotron sources: 

Beamline: 
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Flocking and swarming 





exp_03_40xoil_40fps_fluo.mov: Real-time low-
resolution movie (duration 50 s) of tracer motion 
as used for the PTV analysis (see main text for 
imaging parameters). 

exp_03.mov: Real-time movie (duration 50 s) of the 
PIV flow field as extracted from 
"exp_03_40xoil_40fps_brightfield.mov".  



A hematite cube protruding from a TPM polymer spheremoves on fixed glass substrate when exposed to blue 
light (red part of trace) and diffuses when the light is off (black part of trace). Initially, with no light, the 
hematite cube is oriented randomly (image, right) but rotates and faces downward toward the glass substrate 
when the light is turned on (image, left). The particle then surfs on the osmotic flow it induces between the 
substrate and itself. (Inset) A superposition of the trajectories of many particles with their origins aligned. 



Phoretic and osmotic effects can conveniently be switched on and off by light.  



Quincke rotation 



 
  

Small glass beads rotate spontaneously 
when immersed in liquids and subject 
to an electrostatic field 
 
1. Threshold electric field 
2. Rotation axis normal to the applied E-field 

Oil 

Quincke rotation 



Quincke rotation 



Interaction of Quincke  
rotating beads 



Swimmers 

Counter-rotating rotors 

Another animal might consist of two cells which were stuck together and were able to roll on 
one another by having some kind of attraction here while releasing there. That thing will 
"roll" along. 



Two-rotor bifilament swimmer: Chlamydomonas  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mu72Qoy1xq0 Chlamydomonas is a 
single-cell green alga 
about 10 micrometres in 
diameter that swims with 
two flagella.  



Two-rotor model of 
bifilament swimmer 



Surface roller 
Pair rollers 

Kicking off one another, or kicking of a surface 



Quincke rotating spheres interact and self-organize: 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

0.2 mm gap 

Hele-Shaw cell with ITO  glass covers:   suspension containg 30micron PS beads 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

40µm   2250V/mm Fast moving quincke rollers 



Streak photography night sky 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

Streak photos of fast moving Quincke rollers: 
«Vortices» 

15  frames after 0 secs 100  frames after 3 secs 

100  frames after 6 secs 100  frames after 9 secs 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

30µm   1750V/mm Zooming out: Fast moving quincke rollers 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

30µm   1750V/mm Zooming out: Fast moving quincke rollers at half speed 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

30µm   1375V/mm   60fps «Living crystals «or active «entangled matter» 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

«Living crystals «or active «entangled matter» 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

40µm   1750V/mm «Living crystals «or active «entangled matter» 



Experiments at NTNU Trondheim: Tommy Kristiansen 

«Living crystals «or active «entangled matter» 



Elelctro-hydrodynamics at larger scale: 
http://newatlas.com/mit-ionocraft/26908/#gallery 

MIT researchers study electro-hydrodynamic thrust 
David Szondy David Szondy  April 8, 2013 



Bio- 

Materials 
science 

inspired Geo- 



BM01—Multiscale Mechanobiology and Biomechanics—Theory, Experiments, Computations 
BM02—Multiphase Fluids for Materials Science—Droplets, Bubbles and Emulsions 
BM03—Biological and Bioinspired Materials for Photonics and Electronics—From Living Organisms 
to Devices 
BM04—Biomaterials for Regenerative Engineering 
BM05—Polymer Gels in Materials Science—3D/4D Printing, Fundamentals and Applications 
BM06—2D Nanomaterials in Health Care 
BM07—Emerging Materials and Devices for Engineering Biological Function and Dynamics 
BM08—Materials Design for Neural Interfaces 
BM09—Stretchable Bioelectronics—From Sensor Skins to Implants and Soft Robots 
BM10—Bioinspired Interfacial Materials with Superwettability 
BM11—Modeling, Characterization, Fabrication and Applications of Advanced Biopolymers—
Where Form Meets Function 
BM12—Biomolecular Self-Assembly for Materials Design 





We are curiosity driven. Very little industrial funding. 



3 lectures:  
 
4th July:  
Nanoscience of soft materials  
5th July:  
The physics of clay minerals: From the nano-
scale to the geo-scale, and everything in 
between 
6th July: 
Basic physics of drops/emulsions, in relation to 
applications in EOR, cosmetics, foods etc 


